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This file contains important information not covered anywhere else.  Reading it carefully will 
increase your enjoyment of your new CD ROM. Should the CD fail to function, please call 
Sumeria's technical-support department at 415/904-0800.  

Important Change
Previous versions of "QuickTime The CD 1994" did not require you to install any software on your
hard disk.  This has changed.  You must run a QuickTime for Windows setup before running 
"QuickTime the CD 1994."

Which Version of QuickTime for Windows?
We have included two versions of QuickTime for Windows on the CD so that you can get the best
compatibility and performance out of your system.  If you experience problems with "Space: a 
Visual History" try it again after installing a different version of QuickTime for Windows.

QuickTime for Windows version 1.1 is located in the directory called "QTW_1_1" on the CD. 
Open it and run the file "setup.exe"

QuickTime for Windows version 1.1.1 is located in the directory called "QTW_1_11" on the CD. 
Open it and run the file "setup.exe"

NOTE: you must restart the computer after installing a new version of QuickTime (for the 
overwrite to "take effect').

As a general rule, if you are using a soundblaster product, try installing QuickTime for Windows 
1.1 first.

THE BROWSER
To play the movies on this CD, double-click on the Browser icon. Movies will play sequentially by 
category. Click the mouse once or press the space bar to advance to the next movie, or use the 
pull-down menus for random access to any movie on the CD. You can also use the pull-down 
menu to turn off the movie credits which appear in the lower left-hand corner. Some entries could 
not be incorporated into the browser. See more information below. 

CD 2 ends with the Grand Prize winner, UnDo Me, which is an interactive piece. To quit UnDo 
Me, type Command-Q on the Macintosh or the ESC key on a Windows PC. You may experience 
some difficulty quitting My Parents Hands on CD 2. Clicking the mouse should return you to the 
Browser. You may have to click or hold down the mouse for several seconds or until the end of an
audio segment. To quit, type Command-Q and wait a few moments.

MOVIEPLAYER
If you prefer not to use the Browser application, a copy of MoviePlayer is included on the CD. 
Simply open the movie using MoviePlayer, then click on the forward arrow on the control bar to 
play the movie. See the Movie Name Index below for a list of the movies and their DOS filename 
equivalents.

MOVIE PLAYBACK AND PERFORMANCE



Many of the QuickTime movies on this CD are very complex, utilizing advanced sound and visual 
effects to achieve their level of sophistication. Some were originally designed for playback on 
high-performance computers and may suffer on low-end machines and CD-ROM drives.This is 
particularly true of grand prize winner Undo Me, for which we recommend a high-end Macintosh 
or Windows PC and a double-speed CD ROM. 

Sumeria has endeavored to optimize all the movies to play on as many different Macintosh and 
Windows computers and CD-ROM drives as possible. This may have a negative effect on the 
visual quality and smoothness of some of the movies. Our apologies to the filmmakers. In some 
cases, copying movies to a hard drive should also boost their performance. QUICKTIME: THE 
CD is not compatible with disk caching software such as CD-ROM Toolkit from FWB. Disable all 
such software and use the driver software that came with your CD ROM drive instead.

MACINTOSH ONLY ENTRIES
Two entries are available on the Macintosh only and are not available to Windows users. They 
are: I Wish I Could Fly, an animation by Aaron Yamaguchi and an interactive HyperCard stack,  
Alice, Bob & Cindy by Clyde Dillard. 

MOVIES FOR DOUBLE-SPEED CD-ROM DRIVES
In some cases, we had the opportunity to optimize movies for double-speed CD-ROM drives. The
following double-speed (2x) movies can be found in a folder called DOUBLESP on CD 1: 

ANIMATION 
This Thing (THISTHI2.MOV), Dancing Chairs (DANCHRS2.MOV)

EXPERIMENTAL
Changes (CHANGES2.MOV), das simulation (SIMULAT2.MOV)

HUMOR
The Thing That Ate Those People (THINGAT2.MOV)

MUSIC
The Hellecasters (HELECAS2.MOV)

MEMORY REQUIREMENTS
Some entries require more RAM than others. These files include I Wish I Could Fly by Aaron 
Yamaguchi (Animation), My Parents' Hands by Don Leeds (Narrative), and UnDo Me (Music 
Video). For full functionality, we recommend that at least 6MB of free RAM be available to these 
applications.

COPYRIGHT INFORMATION
All movies on this CD are under license to Sumeria.  Full copyright is the property of the original 
contributing artist.  All movies are intended for individual use of the purchaser only.  They are not 
for resale or redistribution.  Please contact Sumeria if you would like to obtain permission to 
republish any movie.  Sumeria will arrange to have the artist get in touch with you.

MOVIE NAME INDEX (DOS Filenames)

ANIMATION CD 1
Evergreen (EVERGREE.MOV) 
Larsen (LARSEN.MOV)
Screen Saver IRP (SCREENSR.MOV)
Jelly Jack (JELLYJAC.MOV)
This Thing (THISTHIN.MOV)
Cool Cola (COOLCOLA.MOV)
Shadowplay (SHADOWPL.MOV)



The Health Club (HEALTHCL.MOV)
Dancing Chairs (DANCHRS.MOV)
Synth Aerobics (SYNTHAER.MOV)
The Frog Prince (FROGPRIN.MOV)
Perfect (PERFECT.MOV)
I Wish I Could Fly (Macintosh only)

COMMERCIAL CD 1
Denver Nuggets Concept Logo (NUGGETS.MOV)
Dorsey Design Group Animation (DDG.MOV)
Right Here In The Village (VILLAGE.MOV)

DOCUMENTARY CD 1
Peru: Voyage to a State of Mind (PERU.MOV)
Onigiri (ONIGIRI.MOV)

EDUCATION CD 1
The  Mystery of the Sphinx (SPHINX.MOV)
Air (AIR.MOV)

EXPERIMENTAL CD 2
Medical Result (MRESULT.MOV)
das simulation (SIMULAT.MOV)
Ruti.moov (RUTI.MOV)
Alphabet of a Different Nature (ALPHABET.MOV)
Changes (CHANGES.MOV)
The Magic of Becoming (MAGIC.MOV)
Dolor (DOLOR.MOV)
ATL Crimewear (ATLCRIME.MOV)
Mayan Days (MAYAN.MOV)
Venice (VENICE)
Germs (GERMS.MOV)
Dancin' Clam Presents... (DANCLAM.MOV)
This Morning Young Men (THISMORN.MOV)
Cyclic Experience (CYCLIC.MOV)
I Am Not God, I Am Dog (GODDOG.MOV)

HUMOR CD 2
You Will (YOUWILL.MOV)
Is The Sun Bothering You? (SUNBOTHR.MOV)
Death T.V. (DEATHTV.MOV)
The Thing That Ate Those People (THINGATE.MOV)
No Barney (NOBARNEY.MOV)
Implants  For Success (IMPLANTS.MOV)
New To The Area (NEWAREA.MOV)

MICROMOVIES CD 2
Spontaneous Combustion (SPONTAN.MOV)
Facial Massage (FACIAL.MOV)

MUSIC VIDEO CD 2
The Hellecasters (HELECAST.MOV)
Saturday (SATURDAY.MOV)
Undo Me (UNDOME.MMM)

NARRATIVE CD 2



When Images Are Outlawed (IMAGES.MOV)
Alice, Bob & Cindy (Macintosh only)
....And Then I Woke Up. (WOKEUP.MOV)
My Parents' Hands (HANDS.MMM)


